paint it beautifulTM
WITH THESE EASY STEPS

DID YOU KNOW?
Each pot of colour is hand-poured and labelled
with love in North America.
We are family-owned and operated – proudly so!
Our parent company, Homestead House Paint Co.,
has been in business since 1989.

GETTING STARTED
The secret to a beautiful finish is to apply Fusion Mineral Paint to a clean and sound
surface. The FusionTM formula adheres very well to clean water-based paints and even
oil bases, without the use of a primer. Clean your piece with our TSP Alternative to
remove grease and dirt, and if there is a gloss, give it a light scuff sand. We recommend using Fusion Ultra GripTM on very high-gloss finishes, detailed areas, or slick
surfaces like Thermafoil that cannot be scuff sanded easily.
TM

SELECTING YOUR TOOLS
Your tools for applying FusionTM are just as important as your technique. Try one of
our Staalmeester brushes® for a flawless finish. We also offer microfiber rollers as an
alternative to brushes.

EASY APPLICATION
Less is more with FusionTM! The best way to avoid brush marks is to use only a small
amount of paint on your applicator and apply with light pressure. If you can see paint
lines/dimple marks, there is too much paint being used on your brush/roller. Remember, it’s easier to add more paint than it is to remove it.

RE-COAT TIME
Fusion is dry to the touch after 30 minutes and ready for a re-coat within 1-2 hours.
Cure time with all acrylic paints is 21 days, however, painted surfaces can be used
gently after 24 to 48 hours of drying time. Longer dry and cure times are required for
painting done in high humidity and cooler temperatures, or in cases where multiple
coats of paint were applied. Be gentle, the first couple of days after painting to ensure
that perfect finish.
TM

BUILT-IN TOP COAT
Don’t worry about sealing your piece – Fusion™ needs no additional top coat, as it is
very durable. After the piece is cured, wash away spills using a soft cloth with water
and a mild soap.

A NOTE ON SPECIALTY FINISHES AND FAUX EFFECTS
If you require more protection there are several top coat options. On a light colour, you’ll love
our non-yellowing clear matte or gloss Tough CoatTM. If you’re using a dark colour and wish to
increase the luster and durability in one step, apply our Stain & Finishing Oil in Natural, or our
Gel Stain & Top Coat in Patina. Looking to enhance sheen, add a lovely pearl lustre, or perhaps
a shimmering metallic glow? Try one of our clear, coloured, or metallic waxes. For a rustic,
weathered charm, try our Ageing Wax or Antiquing Glaze.

paint it beautiful TM

We are environmentally conscious by design: all Fusion™
products are non-toxic, lead-free, virtually odourless, and free from
volatile organic compounds (VOC), ammonia or formaldehyde.
Our containers are made of 30% recycled materials.

Paint is good
for the soul

Fusion Mineral Paint™ is a labour of love for founder
Jennylyn Pringle. She has generations of paint expertise behind
her, learned from the family business. Forever inspired by the
power of a fresh coat of paint, Jennylyn created Fusion™ as the
ultimate go-to for fellow DIY enthusiasts around the world. With
over 50 gorgeous colours to choose from and a full range
of specialty finishes, you can tackle any project: big or small.
Founded and based in Toronto, Canada, Fusion Mineral Paint™ is
available globally at boutiques and independent retailers in over 20
countries. To learn more about the collection, where to purchase,
or get inspired with our tutorials, connect with us online:

BUILT-IN TOP COAT
EASY TO APPLY
EXCELLENT COVERAGE
Washable matte finish
—
Exceptional adhesion
and durability

FUSIONMINERALPAINT.COM

—
Ideal for furniture and
cabinetry, inside or out

RAW SILK

CASEMENT

PICKET FENCE

LIMESTONE

LITTLE TEAPOT

GODDESS
ASHWAGANDHA

PUTTY

LITTLE WHALE

LAMP WHITE

SOAP STONE

FORT YORK RED

CATHEDRAL TAUPE

CHAMPLAIN

PLASTER

PRAIRIE SUNSET

BUTTERMILK CREAM

AZURE

INGLENOOK

BEDFORD

HEIRLOOM

STERLING

CHOCOLATE

ENCHANTED
ECHINACEA

ALGONQUIN

RENFREW BLUE

BROOK

LICHEN

CHAMPNESS

PEBBLE

ASH

CRANBERRY

DAMASK

LITTLE LAMB

COAL BLACK

TWILIGHT
GERANIUM

DIVINE LAVENDER

paint it beautiful

TM

WITH 52 UNIQUE SHADES
TO CHOOSE FROM

UPPER CANADA
GREEN

LITTLE STAR

TUSCAN ORANGE

SEASIDE

LAURENTIEN

BAYBERRY

LIBERTY BLUE

CORAL

MUSTARD

HOMESTEAD BLUE

PARK BENCH

SACRED SAGE

MIDNIGHT BLUE

THIS GORGEOUS SET OF 5 COLOURS
ARE YEARLY LIMITED RELEASES ONLY.

THIS IS A PRINT REPRESENTATION. FOR TRUE COLOUR ACCURACY PLEASE PURCHASE A TESTER TO TRIAL

